Abstract. A numerical semigroup is called cyclotomic if its corresponding numerical semigroup polynomial P S pxq " p1´xq ř sPS x s is expressable as the product of cyclotomic polynomials. Ciolan, García-Sánchez, and Moree conjectured that for every embedding dimension at least 4, there exists some numerical semigroup which is symmetric but not cyclotomic. We affirm this conjecture by giving an infinite class of numerical semigroup families S n,t , which for every fixed t is symmetric but not cyclotomic when n ě max´8 pt`1q 3 , 40 pt`2q¯and then verify through a finite case check that the numerical semigroup families S n,0 , and S n,1 yield acyclotomic numerical semigroups for every embedding dimension at least 4.
Background
A subset S Ď Z ě0 is a numerical semigroup if S contains zero, is closed under addition, and contains all but finitely many nonnegative integers. Every numerical semigroup S has a unique minimal generating set, written as xn 1 , n 2 , . . . , n e y and we will identify S " xn 1 , n 2 , . . . , n e y. We say that e is the embedding dimension of n. Given a numerical semigroup S, we define the Hilbert series H S pxq to be the formal power series H S pxq " ř sPS x s . Furthermore we define the numerical semigroup polynomial P S pxq by P S pxq " p1´xq H S pxq. This is a bona fide polynomial as S has finite complement.
We are interested in two particular properties of these numerical semigroup polynomials. A numerical semigroup S is symmetric if P S pxq has palindromic coefficients; that is, P S pxq " x k P S px´1q for some nonnegative integer k. For example, P x5,6,7,8y pxq " x 10´x9`x5´x`1 , so x5, 6, 7, 8y is symmetric. A numerical semigroup S is called cyclotomic if every root of P S pxq lies on the unit circle. Due to a result of Kronecker's (see, e.g. [2] ) this condition is equivalent to the requirement that P S pxq is the product of cyclotomic polynomials. For each positive integer e, let SY e and CY e denote the set of symmetric and cyclotomic numerical semigroups, respectively, which have embedding dimension e. An introduction to cyclotomic polynomials and numerical semigroups is given by Ciolan, García-Sánchez, and Moree in [1] . See also [5] and [6] for further discussion on numerical semigroup polynomials.
Since all cyclotomic polynomials are symmetric, it follows that for every positive integer e we have CY e Ď SY e . The following is also known, and noted in [1] :
[1] For e P t1, 2, 3u, a numerical semigroup of embedding dimension e is cyclotomic if and only if it is symmetric; that is, CY e " SY e .
Despite this equivalence for small dimensions, Ciolan, Carcia-Sánchez, and Moree [1] , proposed the following conjecture:
Conjecture. For every positive integer e ě 4, there exists a numerical semigroup of embedding dimension e which is symmetric but not cyclotomic. That is, CY e ‰ SY e . Our main result strengthens this conjecture to a significant extent by giving an infinite family of obstructions. This conjecture was also proved independently by different methods by HerreraPoyatos and Moree. [4] Definition. For every nonnegative integer t and positive integer n ě 6t`2, let S n,t be the numerical semigroup generated by:
‚ The t pairs n´2t`4i, n´2t`4i`1. for 0 ď i ď t´1, ‚ The n´6t´1 integers n`2t, . . . , 2n´4t´2, and ‚ The t integers 2n´4t`4j´1 for 0 ď j ď t´1.
Theorem 1. For every nonnegative integer t, and for every positive integer n ě max (8 pt`1q 3 , 40 pt`2q), the numerical semigroup S n,t has embedding dimension n´3t´1, and is symmetric but not cyclotomic.
Furthermore by explicitly checking remaining dimensions, the families S n,0 , and S n,1 yield symmetric but not cyclotomic numerical semigroups for all embedding dimensions at least 4. Note that Ciolan, Carcia-Sánchez, and Moree [1] proposed that xm, m`1, qm`2q`2, . . . , qm`pm´1qy for q ě 2m`4 would give a family of numerical semigroups that are symmetric but not cyclotomic. The result given for S n,1 corresponds precisely to the case q " 1 in the above conjecture. Therefore our results imply the following:
Theorem 2. For every positive integer e ě 4, there exists a pair of numerical semigroups of embedding dimension e which is symmetric but not cyclotomic. Therefore CY e ‰ SY e .
This conjecture was proved independently by Herrera-Poyatos and Moree in [4] by different methods.
Note that our results demonstrate that in fact lim eÑ8 |SY e zCY e | " 8.
Results
We first proceed with the proof of Theorem 1. It is possible to explicitly compute the Hilbert series and numerical semigroup polynomial of the S n .
Lemma 3. For each positive integer n ě 6t`1, we have:
In particular, P Sn,t pxq is symmetric.
Proof. This verification is equivalent to showing that, apart from the generators, the set S contains exactly: ‚ The integers 2n´4t`4j, 2n´4t´4j`1, 2n´4t´4j`2 for 0 ď j ď t´1. ‚ All positive integers ě 2n. Note that in the case t " 0, the set of generators of S n,0 is n, n`1, . . . , 2n´2. and therefore it suffices to demonstrate N{S n,0 " t1, 2, . . . , n´1, 2n´1u. This follows as all other nonnegative integers lie in the interval rkn, k p2n´2qs for some nonnegative integer k. For t ě 1 we first prove that S contains these integers, and then that S does not contain other integers. Indeed, every integer in the first group is expressible as n´2t or n´2t`1 plus some generator from one of the t pairs. For integers of the second type, we prove by induction the following:
Claim: For every k ě 2n, there is at most one integer in the range rn`2t, ks which is not in S.
Proof. The proof is via induction. The base case follows from 2n " pn´2tq`pn`2tq and the already shown members of S, excluding 2n´1. For the inductive step, suppose that the result holds for k " ℓ ě 2n. Then ℓ`1´pn´2tq and ℓ`1´pn´2t`1q are both in rn`2t, ℓs. In particular, one of them is in S, so ℓ`1 is in S as well. The induction is complete.
Finally, we check that the rest of the positive integers are not in S. That is, every element in S that is not a generator is at least n`2t´1, and includes 2n´1. The first follows from the bound 2 pn´2tq ą n`2t ą n`2t´1. For the second, we have 3 pn´2tq ą 2n ą 2n´1, so 2n´1 could only potentially be expressed as the sum of two generators. For this to be the case, due to size restrictions, both generators must be in the t pairs n´2t`4i, n´2t`4i`1. for 0 ď i ď t´1. But the sum of any two generators of this form is equivalent to 2n, 2n`1, or 2n`2 mod 4. Hence 2n´1 is not expressible, and the lemma is proved.
To demonstrate that this polynomial is not the product of cyclotomic polynomials when n ě c t , we prove that P Sn,t pxq has at most 2n´1 roots which are roots of unity (including multiplicity).
Lemma 4. Consider a smooth function g pxq on the interval ra, bs with no triple roots. Then the number of roots of g 1 pxq at least one less than the number of roots of g pxq including multiplicity.
Proof. Suppose that g pxq has roots r 1 ă . . . ă r m with multiplicity at most 2 for each r i . It follows that g 1 pxq has at least one root in the interval pr i , r i´1 q from Rolle's Theorem and a root at all double roots of g pxq. The desired lemma follows easily. Now in order to prove that P Sn,t pxq has at most 2n´1 roots which are roots of unity including multiplicity we instead study P Sn,t`e inθ˘" e inθˆ2 cos pnθq´2 cos ppn´1q θq`c os pp2t`1q θq cos pθqȧ nd thus it suffices to bound the number of roots of Q n,t pθq "ˆ2 cos pnθq´2 cos ppn´1q θq`c os pp2t`1q θq cos pθqi n the interval r0, 2πq.
Lemma 5. Q n,t pθq has no roots in the intervals θ P r0, 1 2t`4 s and θ P " 2π´1 2t`4 , 2π˘.
Proof. Due to symmetry around π, it suffices to prove the statement for the interval θ P r0,
s. We consider two cases based on the parity of t. If t " 2k then by the sum-profuct formula for cosine, cos pp2t`1q θq cos pθq "
2 cos p4jθq´2 cos pp4j´2q θq`1.
Using this expansion it follows that if θ is a root thaťˇˇ2
cos pnθq´2 cos ppn´1q θq`1ˇˇ"ˇˇˇˇk ÿ j"1 2 cos p4jθq´2 cos pp4j´2q θqˇˇˇˇ. in θ sin pp4j´1q θqˇď 4kˇˇsin θˇČ ombining these two estimates and the fact thatˇˇsin pθqˇˇďˇˇθˇˇwith equality only at 0 givešˇˇθˇˇˇą
This finishes the case where t is even. Otherwise t " 2k`1 then cos pp2t`1q θq cos pθq " 1`k ÿ j"0 2 cos pp4j`2q θq´2 cos pp4jq θq .
cos pnθq´2 cos ppn´1q θq`1ˇˇ"ˇˇk ÿ j"0 2 cos pp4j`2q θq´2 cos p4jθqˇˇ.
As before note thaťˇˇ2 cos pnθq´2 cos ppn´1q θq`1ˇˇě 1´ˇˇ2 cos pnθq´2 cos ppn´1q θqˇ" 1´4ˇˇsinˆθ 2˙s inˆp 2n´1q θ 2˙ˇˇě 1´4ˇˇsinˆθ 2˙ˇˇˇ.
Again note thatˇˇˇk
in θ sin pp4j`1q θqˇď 4 pk`1qˇˇsin θˇˇ.
Combining these two estimates and the fact thatˇˇsin pθqˇˇďˇˇθˇˇwith equality only at 0 givešˇˇθˇˇˇą 1 4k`6 " 1 2t`4 and therefore the desired estimate follows.
Lemma 6. For n ě max`16 pt`1q 3 , 40 pt`2q˘, Q n,t pθq has at most 2n´1 roots on the interval r0, 2πq, including multiplicity.
Proof. Now our strategy is to divide the remainder of the interval r0, 2πq into at most 2n´2 intervals of a fixed width, each of which contains exactly one root of´Q 1 n,t 2 . For each positive
, p2n´1q´1´1 4πpt`2q¯ı , we consider the intervals:
We claim that these intervals cover r 1 2t`4 , 2π´1 2t`4 s. Indeed, since I i`1 " K i , it suffices to check that these intervals cover some value at most
, p2n´1q´1´1 4πpt`2q¯ı , the following hold:
a. On the interval I i ,´Q 
Note that the R n,t pθq terms sum to at most 1`2 ř t i"1 i ď pt`1q 2 in absolute value. On I i , θ takes the form p4i`ǫqπ 4n´2 with´1 ď ǫ ď 1. Now take n ě 40t`80, so that . In particular
Hence sin
for θ on all of these intervals. Furthermore, for θ "
p4i`ǫqπ 4n´2
we have cos p2n´1q θ 2 " cos´iπ`ǫ π 4¯. Now we take two cases. , p2n´1q´1´1 4πpt`2q¯s . Using the fact that n ě 40 pt`2q, this is at most
10 pt`2q ď 2n`1´4 0 pt`2q 10 pt`2q ă 2n´2.
It follows that Q 1 n,t pθq has at most 2n´2 roots in the interval with no double roots and therefore Q n,t pθq has at most 2n´1 roots in`1 2t`4 , 2π´1 2t`4˘u sing Lemma 4.
Hence there are at most 2n´1 roots of P Sn pxq which are roots of unity, so S n is not cyclotomic when n ě max`40 pt`2q , 8 pt`1q 3˘a s required for Theorem 1. The fact that the numerical semigroups S n,t corresponding to the ranges t " 0, 5 ď n ď 79 and t " 1, 8 ď n ď 119 are not cyclotomic may be verified directly via the numericalspgs GAP software [3] . See Appendix A. This verification gives all remaining dimensions ě 4 for these constructions and therefore completes the proof of Theorem 2.
Since the polynomial P Sn,t pxq has a root off the unit circle, this naturally leads to the question of where this root off the unit circle is located, and the following result gives a bound on the variance of the roots from the unit circle. This result also appears to suggest the difficulty of demonstrating that there is a root off the unit circle for P Sn,t pxq given how close they are forced to lie to the unit circle for t " 0. which is contradiction to the assumption that x 2n´x2n´1`xn´x`1 " 0 and the result follows. (Note that n ě 12 is used third, fourth, and fifth inequalities.)
